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The nature of work is ever changing. Right now, it’s more fast-paced, less predictable. Avaya Spaces is how to handle
your usual tasks, but also the unplanned and new-priority work that arrives nearly every day. Work from anywhere
and still show up.

Free Avaya Spaces

EXTENSIBLE TECHNOLOGY
Powerful Collaboration for the Digital Workplace
Avaya Spaces changes the way works gets done. Bring together your globally
distributed teams instantly with immersive, 24/7 collaboration. Seamless integration
makes it easy to use the cloud solutions you already have, like Salesforce, Office 365,
G-Suite and Slack.

Avaya’s Response to 
COVID-19

Request for 60 Days FREE TRIAL 

Our robust cloud-based meetings and collaboration app integrate chat, voice, video, online meetings, and content
sharing, employees can coordinate work and securely meet on the fly using a web browser or mobile app. Avaya
Spaces is now also available for free to organizations of any kind for 60 days.

T&C Applies. For more information, reach out to our Westcon team today!

INNOVATION AT THE EDGE
Work in New and Ingenious Ways
Create the unique solution that your business really needs. Because Avaya Spaces is
built on the Avaya OneCloud CPaaS platform, you can easily extend and scale its
functionality to include things like AI, chatbots, IoT and more. The possibilities are
limitless.

Instantly Connect Your Video Room to Your Avaya Spaces Meeting
Use Avaya Spaces with the Avaya IX Collaboration Unit to turn any TV or video display
in your home or office into a video room. Easy to set up, easy to use, easy on the
budget. And one touch on your mobile, laptop, or calendar instantly adds your video
room to your Avaya Spaces meeting.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSek9F_OZvE68haF0TmMdxb6mjnFCMuiMAJmw35N-YvwhnraUA/viewform
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